
Total Lunar Eclipse of January 21st, 2019 

 

 

Planet Earth will know during the evening of Sunday, January 20th and the early morning hours of 

Monday, January 21st, 2019, a total Lunar eclipse, which will be visible in Europe, the North-West of 

Africa and America. In Tunisia, the eclipse will start at 4.33 am, will rich its maximum at 6.12 am and 

will end at 8.48 am, however the moon sets in the western horizon at 6.39 am. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map of the lunar eclipse visibility of January 21st, 2019 

 

➢ Eclipse phases 

• Beginning of the penumbral eclipse: 3.36 am 

• Beginning of the eclipse threshold: 4.33 am 

• Beginning of totality: 5.41am 

• Maximum of the eclipse : 6.12 am 

• End of totality : 6.43 am 

• End of the eclipse threshold: 7.50 am 

• End of the penumbral eclipse: 8.48 am 

Eclipse phases 

➢ Durations 



The durations of the eclipses are different. They notably depend on the present distance between 

Earth and Moon. The more the Moon is far from Earth, the less its orbit speed will appear and the 

more the eclipse duration will last. The duration of each phase of the eclipse of January 21st, 2019 is 

as follows:   

• Total duration of the eclipse: 5 hours 11minutes 30seconds 

• Duration of the Total Eclipse phase:  1hour 1minute 59 secondss 

 

➢ Size: 1,196 

➢ Saros: series 134 (27/72) 

➢ Node: Ascendant 

What is a lunar eclipse ?  

Three actors play major roles in the occurrence of eclipses. These actors are the Earth, the Moon and 

the Sun.  

A lunar eclipse can occur only when the Earth’s position is between the Moon and the Sun. So the 

Sun, the Earth and the Moon are practically lined up, as well as when the full Moon appears and 

when it is located near one of the two intersection points of its orbit with the ecliptic. These two 

nodal points are respectively called “Ascendant lunar node” and “Descendant lunar node”.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ballet of the Earth with the Moon and the Sun  

 

 



 

 The geometry of a lunar eclipse  

Types of lunar eclipses  

The projected Earth shadow is decomposed of two distinct parts:  the shadow and the penumbral. 

During the eclipse, our satellite stops partially of being enlightened by the Sun according to its 

crossing way, whether partially or entirely in the conical umbra or through outer shadow.   

A lunar eclipse is called central, when the Moon entirely disappears in the Earth shadow and partial 

when the Moon penetrates in the Earth shadow without being totally emerged. It is called 

penumbral when the lunar disc is unaffected by the shadow while going through the penumbral.  

 

                                                                     The different types of lunar eclipses  

Super Moon 

In contrast, the super Moon will be near to the perigee, the nearest lunar orbit point to Earth and the 

distance is 364,640 km from Earth. It will appear bigger than its usual size. We call it Super Moon. 

Bloody Moon 

During the eclipse, the Super Moon will appear with a red color, a phenomenon that we call Bloody 

Moon. This is due to the fact that while crossing the earth atmosphere, the refracted light of the Sun 

impoverishes the blue light in favor of the red light.  



 

The aspect of the Moon during the lunar eclipse 


